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ABOUT US
Random Works Technology can offer you
a talented team specializing in each piece
of business technology to grow your
business and deliver. We will determine
your business needs and provide both
short and long term solutions. 

Random Works Technology is a team of
well-experienced, creative and results -
driven  professionals with a special
expertise in many of technology Service
and More.
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Network Infrastructure solutions that create a strong   
foundation for your business. We offer services such
as network design, implementation, maintenance
that ensure your business has a reliable and secure
network.

Network Infrastructure

Supply,   installation   and maintenance  of  sound 
 systems and music systems. Specialized in sound
systems for camps and concerts. We use the best
devices and equipment  to offer  it  to   you  at  the
best price.

Sound Systems

OUR SERVICES
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Security devices to protect your business from
potential threats. We provide services such as GPS
devices, attendance machines, installation,
configuration, and maintenance of security
cameras, firewalls, and other security devices.

Security Systems

Surveillance Camera Solutions. keep an eye on your
business. We offer services such as installation,
configuration, and maintenance of surveillance
cameras. that provide complete coverage of your
business. 

CCTV Sytems

OUR SERVICES
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Annual contracts that offer a cost-effective and
hassle-free solution for your business needs. you can
ensure the continuity of services for a predetermined
period. Our contract terms are flexible, and we work
closely with you to fit your business requirements.

Annual Contracts

Range of innovative and user-friendly apps designed
to perform specific functions, Our apps are fitting with
all policies and instructions of all app stores such as
Google Play or Apple App Store and are designed to
deliver a seamless experience to users.

Apps

OUR SERVICES
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Cutting-edge software solutions that cater to your
business needs including custom software
development, software integration, and software
maintenance. Our goal is to provide our clients with
software that streamlines their operations and
improves their productivity.

Software

Professional and creative design services that cater
to your specific needs. From graphic design and
branding to web design and user experience, our
team of experts ensures that your project is visually
appealing, functional, and tailored to your brand
identity.

Design

OUR SERVICES



VISION & MISSION

We aspire to create environments where our
interactive and integrated solutions lead to
inspiring human interactions, Providing all
means of comfort and development to
overcome obstacles in your field of business.

Vision

Provide a high-quality product with
international specifications and with a real
guarantee, High-quality service with a highly
qualified and specialized team, We find all
the suitable solutions for your business to
confront strongly.

Mission



OUR SUCCESS PARTNERS



OUR BRANDS
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+971 52 272 3747

Al Furjan, Dubai, UAE

info@randomworks.ae
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